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Abstract: In this survey we analyze the possibility of obtain
ing information on regularity and irregularity properties of the value 
functions of some optimal control problems from their more precise 
description as marginal functions of finite-dimensional type, 
in terms of certain "generalized characteristic flows" which, in tum, 
may be constructed using either necessary optimality conditions 
(PMP-Pontryagin's Minimum Principle) , whenever applica
ble, or suitable extensions of Cauchy's Method of Characteristics for 
the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. 

This type of representation, which may be justified either by the 
application of PMP "combined" with existence theorems or by the 
application of a suitable verification theorem of Dynamic Program
ming type, not only facilitates numerical computation of the value 
function but also may allow identification of its discontinuity points, 
non-differentiability points, propagation of singularities, etc.; this 
approach is illustrated with three significant examples from classical 
Calculus of Variations. 
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1. Introduction 

We consider a Bolza autonomous opt-imal contml pmblern joT d'iffeTential ·inclu
s·ions, BA = (Yo,YI,g(.),go(.,.),F(.),Oa) which consists in rn'in·imizing each of 
the cost funci'ionals 

t' C(y; x(.)) := g(x(ti)) + Jo go(x(t), x'(t)) dt, y E Yo C R" (1.1) 

over the corresponding set of admissible trajectoT'ies ria (y), y E Yo, defined as 
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satisfy constraints of the form: 

x'(t) E F(x(t)) a.e.(O, t1), x(O) = y, x(t) E Yo 

'1:/ t E [0 , t1), x(tl) E Y1 C 8Yo. 

~· :vt!RICA 

(1.2) 

As it is apparent from this succinct formulation, the terminal time h > 0 is fn:;e, 
depends on the adm'tSSiule trajectory x(.) E Da (y) (hence also on the init'tal ]JO'tnt 
y E Yo ) and it may be interpreted as the first moment at which the last two 
conditions in (1.2) (that define the ter·minating rule of the process) are verified ; 
in what follows we assume that Yo n Y1 = 0 to avoid possible ambiguities; 
one may note also that problem BA denotes in fact the fam ily of optimization 
problems BA(y), y E Yo, defined by (1.1)-(1.2). 

As it is well-known (e.g. Boltiansky, 1968, Cesari, 1983, etc.), t he value 
function of the problem BA, defined by: 

{ 

g(y) 
W(y) := inf C(y ;x(.)) 

x( .)EOa(Y) 

if y E Y1 
if y E Yo ' (1.3) 

is the main tool of the so called Dynamic Progmmming Method and its natural 
extension on the "terminal set" Y1 is essential for the monotonicity vroperty (M) 
in Remark 2.9 below and therefore for the derivation of the so called "verification 
theorems". 

On the other hand, the value function it is a rather abstract marginal func
i'ton of infinite-dimensional type and an impressive number of studies are aiming 
at the identification of classes of problems whose value functions have different 
types of regularity properties (lipschitzianity, continuity, semi-continuity, etc.) ; 
however , for many significant problems (even for certain restricted classes of 
problems) one may use the associated Hamiltonian: 

H(x ,p) := inf H(x,p ,v), 'H. (x, p,v) := (p,v) + go(:z: ,v ) 
v EF( x) 

(1.4) 

and suitable extensions of the Cauchy 's Methods of Characteristics (e.g. Mirica, 
1987, 1998, Subbotin, 1995, etc.) or even necessary optimality conditions, 
when applicable, to construct a "generalized characteristic flow", C*(.; .) = 
(X(.;.), P(.; .), V(.; .)) (which is more precisely defined in Sections 2, 3, 4 of the 
paper), whose first component defines admissible, "possibly optimal", trajecto
ries , X(.; a) , a E A, the last component, V(.; .) , gives the corresponding values 
of the cost functional, and the "classical" differential property 

DV(t; a).(i, a)= (P(t ; a), DX(t; a).(l, a)) (1.5) 

is satisfied in some generalized sense (stratified, contingent, etc. ). 
Using either a "combination" of necessary conditions (PMP - Pontryagin's 

Minimum Principle) with a corresponding existence theorem or suitable "veri-
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Lupulescu and Mirica, 2000, Mirica, 1992b, 1995, Suss!llauu, 1990, etc.) one 
may prove that, under certaiu couditious, the value fuuction is given by: 

{ 

g(y) 
W(y) = , inf lf(t; a) 

)( (t;a)=y 

if y E Y1 
if y E X(Bo) c Yo (1.6) 

and in many significant cases turns out to be a marg·inal funct ·ion of finite
dim ensional type since B0 C ( -oo, 0) x Rk ; this type of represeuta tion not 
only facilita tes its numerical computa tion but also the ideutificatiou of points 
of discontinuity, non-differentiability, propagation of si ngularities, evaluat ion of 
its generalized derivatives, etc. 

By identifying the natural characteristic flows we are able to prove results 
of the following type: 

1) in the case of the classical Brachistochrone problem (Bliss, 1925, Cesari, 
1983, etc. ), the value function is of cl ass C 1 on the set Yo= (O, oo? of initial 
points but only locally-radially Lipschitz at the terminal point y1 = (0 , 0) E 
C l (Yo) ; moreover, in a certain "non-singular case", the value function is locally
Lipschitz and contingent differentiable also at the terminal point y1 (Mirica, 
1996); 

2) in the case of the classical Euler-Plateau problem of minimal surfaces of 
revolution (Bliss, 1925, Cesari , 1983, e tc. ), the value functiou is C 1 - strat·if'ied 
and locally-Lipschitz on the whole domain Y = Yo UY1 := [0 , oo? and the points 
of non-differentiability are more precisely identified (Mirica, 2000); 

3) the value functions of some classical problems (e.g., Cesari , 1983) are 
neither lower nor upper se rnicontinuous (Lupulescu and Mirica, 2000). 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we consider the "parametri
zed" optimal control problems for which the PMP is proved in its "standard" 
form and show that the value function may be represented as in (1.6) by all the 
(normal and abnormal) exlr·errwls X *(.; a) = (X (.; a), P(.; a)) , a E A , provided 
a n existence theorem may be applied ; in Section 3 we consider the case of 
"stratified problems" and show that the same type of representa tion of the 
value function is possible using certain "stratified Hamiltouian and charac teristic 
flows" and Dynamic Programrniug arguments; in Sec tion 4 we use "contingent 
geueralized derivatives" to treat in the same way more general problems and 
in the last section we illustrate these results on several significaut examples 
from calculus of variatious ( cousidered as particular examples of opt imal control 
problems). 

2. Generalized characteristic flows generated by PMP 

In this sectiou we consider the par-ticular case of paramet·rized opt·imal contrvl 
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irnization of each of the fun ctionals 

C(y; 'U(.)) := y(x(tl)) +fat' fo (x(t), 'U(t))dt , y E Yo C Rn (2 .1 ) 

over the corresponding set Ua (y), y E Yo of adrn·issible contmls that are map
pings 'U(.) in a prescribled class, Ua, (usually measurable, if U is a topological 
space) for which the corresponding ( AC) solutions, x(. ), of the differential sys
tem: 

x' (t) = f(x(t) , 'U(t)), 'U(t ) E U a .e. ([0, h]) , x(O) = y , (2.2) 

belong to given class na , of admissible trajectories, and satisfy the state con
straints and the terminal constm·ints in (1.2). 

We recall first that PMP is usually proved under the following: 

HYPOTHESIS 2.1 The data of the problem P B A have the following properties: 

(i) The set U (of contTol pammeter·s) is non-empty (usually a subset of some 
Euclidean space but also a Hausdorff topological space and even an "unstruc
tured" set), D = Int(D) C R" and the mappings .{( ., u) := (!(., u), fo(., u)) : 
D x U --+ Rn x R , ·u E U are of class C 1; 

(ii) The class Ua of admissible contr-ols is a prescribed set of ma ppings ·u( .) : 
[0 , tl] --+ U such that the mappings 

fu(t, x) := .{(x, ·u(t)) = (f( :c, ·u(t)), fo( :c, ·u(t)) , (t, x) E Du 

:= [O ,h] X D (2 .3) 

are at least of Caratheodory- C 1 type in the sense that the mappings fu(. , .), 
D2 f,,(., .) are of Caratheodory type and moreover, the (unique) soluti o11s, :c(.) = 

:cu(.; y), y E Yo , of the pr blems iu (2.2) as well as the "extended trajectories" 
x( .) defined by: 

j·t 

x( .) := (x(.), :ro(.)), :ro(t.) := 
0 

fo( :r(s), u(s))ds , t E [0, t1] (2.4) 

belong to the prescribed class, n,, of ad·rn·issible tmjecloT"ies; 
(iii ) The set of indial states, Yo C D is open (i.e. Yo = Int(Yo )) , t he set of 

tr:.Tm.inal states, Y1 C DY(1 := Cl(Yo ) \ Y0 , is a differentiable manifold and the 
terrn·inal cost .fun.ct·ion u( .) : Y1 --+ R is difl'erentiab le. • 

We note that the class Ua o[ admissible controls mnyes frolll the "small
est" one, Upc of viecewise contin'UO'llS admissible controls" (that "generates" 
the class 0 1,c of ''piecewise-C 1 " adntissible traj ectories) to the largest one, U1. 

that generates (" through" .Tc .)),the largest class, nl, of absolutely continuous 
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the classes of admissible control and traj ectories is required by the so called 
"Lavrentiev phenomenon" (e.g. Cesari, 1983) and may be essential in the Dy
namic Programming approach; from this point of view, an important case is 
that of the Ur of Teg·ulated adm-issible contmls that generates the class Or of 
reg·ular adm'iss'ible tr-ajector-ies for which the deriva tives , :c' (. ), have a countable 
number of discontinuities, all of the first kind. 

As it is well known, Pontryagin 's Minimum Principle (PMP) is formulated 
in terms of the associated "pseudo-Hamiltonians" (' 'Pontryagin's functions", 
etc.): 

'}{Po (x, p, u) = 'H(:c, p, Po, ·u) := (p, .f(x, u)) + Po.fo( x, u), p E R" (2.5) 

where PoE {1,0}, and of the (" true") Hamiltonians: 

H Po(x,p) := inf 'H~' 0 (x,p,u), UP 0 (:c,p) 
uEU 

:= {u E U; '}{Po(x , p, ·u) = H~' 0 (x , p)} , 

ZPo = dom(U~'0 ( . , . )) := {( x,p) ED x R" ; U~'0 (x, p) -::f 0} , 
Po E {1, 0}. 

(2.6) 

The equivalent formulation that we will present is expressed in terms of certain 
"canonical Hamiltonian orientor fi eld" and (Oa,Ua)-solut ions of the correspond
ing "canonical Hamiltonian inclusion" tha t are defined as follows: 

D EFINITI ON 2.2 A mapving X*(.) = (X(.), P(. )) 't.> .m·id to be an (Oa ,Ua) -
solut-ion of the canonical (Pont·ryag'in's) Hamiltonian 'inclusion: 

(:c' , p') E d~HP0 (x , p) 

{ (
() '}{Po ()'}{Po ) 

:= - "'-(:c, p,tt), --"'- (x, p,u) ; 
up OX 

·u E UP 0 (:r,p )} (2. 7) 

·if there e:ci.>ls an u.dmiss·ible control, u( .), in the class Ua, wch that: 

(X'(t), P'(t)) 

( 

()'}{Po () '}{PO ) 
= ----ap-(X(t), P(t) , u(t)), - ax (X(t), P(t), ·u(t)) a. e. (2.8) 

u(t) E UP0 (X(t),P(t)) u. e. (2.9) 

and, ·moreover·, the fir·st component, X (.), as well as the real funct ion: X o (.) 
defined as in (2.4), are of the type Oa. • 

The term "Hamiltonian inclusion" for (2 .7) has been used for several rea
sons from which we mention the fact that, as it is easy to see, -if' H ~'0 ( ., .) 1.s 

difj'ere·ntiable at ( x, p) E Int( ZPo) theu 011e has: 

d'l/, H Po ( :c' 1J) = { rt# H Po (:c. '/) n : = [ ( 8 HPo (X. '/)) . - () H Po (:/:. '!}) \ t ( ') 1 ()I 
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so (2. 7) becomes a classical Hamiltonian system at such points. 
We recall now the statement of Pontryagin's Minimum Principle (PMP) for 

whose proof, extensions and generalizations we refer to the abundant literature 
on this subject. 

THEOREM 2.3 (PMP). If Hypothesis 2.1 ·is satisfied and (x(.), u(.)) : [0 , ~] --> 

Y x U is an opt·imal pair with 1·espect to the init·ialzJo·int y E Yo then there exist 
p(.) E AC and PoE {1, 0} s·uch that the following pmpert·ies hold: 

I (canonical Hamiltonian inclusion) . The pa·i1' (x(.) , p(.)) ·is an (Da, Ua)
soZ.ui'ion of the canonical H amillonian incl-usion in (2. 7) in the sense of De f. 2. 2; 

II (minimum condit ion) . Bes1:des the relations (2.8), (2.9), the following 
"nrinimurn condition " ·is also satisfied: 

HP0 (x(t),p(t)) = 7-(P0 (x(t),p( t) ,u(t)) = 0 a.e. ([0,~]); (2.11) 

III ( transversality condition). At the teTminal point~ > 0 the following 
cundit·ion is sat·isfied: 

(2.12) 

where Tt; Y1 denotes the tangent space to the rnan·ifold Y1 at the point ~ E Y1; 
IV (non-triviality condition). 

(p(t) , Po) =/= (0, 0) ERn x R 't/ t E [0 , ~]. • (2.13) 

We refer to Boltiansky ( 1968), Cesari ( 1983), Miridl. ( 1992a), etc., for the 
(very difficult) proofs of the usual statement in which the canonical inclusion in 
(2. 7) is replaced by the "adjoint equation" 

[)7-{Po _ 

p'(t) =- ax (x(t ),p(t),u(t)) a.e. [O,t1] 

since (x(.), u(.)) satisfies (2.2) as an admissible pair. 

REMARK 2.4 According to the usual terminology, an admissible pair (x(.), u(.)) 
that has properties I-IV from Theorem 2.3, is said to be an extremal pair with 
multipliers (p(.),po) which is normal (in the sense of Mathematical Program
ming) if Po = 1 and abnormal if Po = 0; in fact, the (possibly optimal) "ex
tremal pairs" ('X(.), u(.)) may be "recovered" from the ( nonnal and , respectively 
abnonnal extremals X* (.) = (X (.), P(.)) defined as ( Da, Ua) -solut·ions of the 
canonical Hamilton·ian incl-us·ions ·in (2.7) in the sense of Dej. 2.2 with tenninal 
val-ues in the folowing terminal transversalit y sets: 

z; := {(~, q) E Y1 x R"; (q, v) = Dg(O.v 't/ v E T€Yl} 
Z~ : = { ( ~ , q) E Y1 x ( Rn \ { 0}); ( q, v) = 0 't/ v E Tt; Yl}; 

(2.14) 

moreover, since in many cases the Hamiltonians HP0 ( . , .), p0 E {1, 0} are "first 
· · · In ,...,\ • 1 1 " ' • _ .. _ ; __ fn 1 1 \ __ _ : 11 
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be automatically satisfied if the terminal sets in (2.14) are "diminished" upon 
addition of the conditions: 

Hfu (~, q) = 0, 

Hf0 (~ , q) := · lim H~'0 (x, p ), (~,q) E Y1 X Rn. 
ZPo 3(x,p)-->(€,q) 

(2.15) 

DEFINITION 2.5 The mapping X i(.; .) = (X 1(.; .), P 1 (.; .)) : B 1 --> Z 1 is said to 
be a normal Hamilton ian flow for the problem PBA in (2.1)-(2.2) if it has 
the following properties: 

(i) for each z = (~ , q) E z; there exists a (possibly empty) set A1(z) and an 
extended real function r(.): A1 

__, [- oo , O] such that: 

A1 :={a= (z,>.); z = (~,q) E z;, ,\ E A1(z)} 
Hi:= {(t,a); a= (z, >.) E A 1

, t E I(a) := (r(a),O]}; 
(2.16) 

(ii) for each a = (z , >.) E A1 the mapping Xi(. ; a) = (X 1
(.; a) , P 1

(.; a)) is 
a "maximal to the left" (i .e non-continuable) (n a, Ua) -sul·utiun of the "normal 
canonical Hamiltonian ·inclusion" 

that satisfies the "terminal conditions" : 

x;(O;a) = (X 1 (0;a),P1 (0 ; a)) = z = (~,q) ·if a= (z ,>.) E A1
, (2.18) 

the "minimum condition" 

(2.19) 

and its first component satisfies the "state constraints" : 

X 1(t;a) E Yo V t E lo(a) := (C(a),O), a E J1 1
. (2.20) 

Further, the mapping Ci(. ; .) :=(Xi(. ;. ), V1(.; .) ) : B 1 __, Z1 x R is said to be a 
normal Characteristic flow for the problem PBA in (2.1)-(2.2) if Xi( .; .)= 
(X 1

(.; .) , P 1 ( .; . )) is a normal Hamiltonian flow in the sense above and at each 
point (t ,a) E B 1 , a= (z, -\) E A1 the last component is given by: 

V 1(t; a) := g(0 +fat (P1(s; a) , (X 1)'(s; a)) ds if z = (~, q) E z; 

where (X 1 )'(. ;a) denotes the derivative of the mapping X 1 (.; a) . 

(2.21) 

• 
REMARK 2.6 The terms "Hamiltonian" and, respectively, "Characteristic flow" 
may be justified by several arguments from which we mention only the fact 
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differentiable, the (generali;,-;ed) Harnmonian inclusion in (2.17) turns out to be 
a smooth Hamiltonian system and the components of Ci( .; .) satisfy the basic 
relation in (1.5) (e.g. Mirica, 1998) which may be very important in the Dynamic 
Programming approach. 

On the other hand, from Definiti ons 2.5, 2.2 it follows that for each (t , a) E 
B6 := { (t, a) E Bl, t E Io(a ) := (C (a) , 0)} , there exists an Ua -mapping 'U

1 (.;a) 
such that the mapping (X 1(.; a), ·u1( . ; a)) verifies (2.8) and defines the adm·iss·ible 
pai1: 

Xt ,a(s) := X 1(t + s; a) , 'Ut,a( s ) := ·u1(t + s; a), s E [0 , -t] (2.22) 

with respect to the iuitial pointy= X 1 (t ; a) E Yo; moreover, (:ct,a (.) , 'Ut ,a(.)) is 
a nonnal e:EtTemal pai·l' in the sense of Remark 2.4 with the "adjoint variable" 
Pt ,a(s) := P 1(t+s; a), s E [0, - t] and, since from condition (2.19) it follows that 
(P 1 (s ;a) , (X 1 )'(s ;a)) = -J0 (X 1(s ;a) , 'U 1(s;a) a .e. (!(a )), the last component 
of the characteristic flow characterizes the val'Ue of the cost fun ctional in (2.1 ) 
as follows: 

(2.23) 

Since the "normal trajectories" may "overlap" at some points, the optimal ones 
are identified from the followin g additional optimi;,-;ation problem: 

WJ(y) := inf V1(t; a) 
X 1 (t;a)=y 

·if y E X 1(BJ) ~ Yr , Y0
1 := dom(BJ(.)) (2.24) 

B6(y) := {(t, a) E B6 ; X 1(t ; a) = y , V 1(t ; a)= WJ(y)} 

which define the proper normal value function WJ (. ) (which may also be 
called "the value function of the normal extremals" ). 

However, as simple examples show, some optimal trajectories of a problem 
may be "abnormal extrernals" in the sense of Remark 2.4 which may be "orga
nized" as "abnormal Hamiltonian and Characteristic flows" defined in t he same 
way as the normal ones in Defi nition 2.5. 

DEFINITION 2.7 Th e rnavviny X 0(. ;.) = (X 0 (.; .), P0 ( . ; . ) ): B 0 _, Z 0 ·is said 
to be an abnormal Hamiltonian flow joT the p1'0blem PBA ·in (2.1)-(2.2) if 
it has the following p'1'ope1'ties: 

(i) for· each z = ( ~ , q) E Z~ theTe ex·ists a (possibly ernpty) set A 0 ( z ) and an 
extended Teal fun ction C (.) : A 0 _, [ - oo, OJ S'Uch that: 

A0 :={a= (z, .-\); z = (~,q) E Z~, .-\ E A0(z)} 
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(ii) joT each a= (z, >-) E A0 the rnapving X 0(. ; a)= (X 0 (.; a) , P 0 (.; a)) 'is a 
"nwx'irnal to the left" ('i.e non-continuable) (D.a,Ua) -sol'Ut·ion of the "abnonnal 
canonical H arn·ilton·ian incl'Usion" 

that sat-isfies the "terminal condd·ions ": 

X 0(0; a)= (X 0 (0; a), P0 (0; a))= z = (~, q) ·if a= (z, >- ) E A0
, (2.27) 

the "rnin'irrmrn condition" 

(2.28) 

and its fir·st co·rnponent sat·isfies the "s tate constTa·ints": 

X 0(t ; a) E Yo V t E lo (a) := (C (a), 0) , a E A0
. (2.29) 

Further, the mapving C0(.; .) := (X0(.; .), V 0
(.; . )) : B 0 --+ Z 0 x R 'is sa'id to 

be an abnormal Characteristic flow fo'!' the p'I'Oblern PBA ·in (2 .1}-(2.2) ·if 
X0(.; .) = (X 0 (. ; . ), P 0 (. ; .)) is an abnormal Ham·ilton·ian flow 'in the sense above 
and at each point ( t , a) E B8, a = (z, !-) E A 0 the last co·tnponent is given by: 

V 0 (t; a) := g(O + j o fo(X 0 (s ; a), ·u0 (s; a))ds if z = (~, q) E Z~ , (2.30) 

wheTe u 0 (.; a) , a E A0 a'!'e the admiss·ible cont·rols satisfying (2.8) for· X 0 (.; a).• 

As in the case of normal extremals, the minimizing abnormal ones may be 
identified by the abnormal value function: 

W3(Y) := iuf V 0 (t; a) if 
XO(t.;a)= y 

y E X 0 (B8) ~Yo , Yo0 := dom(B8(.)) (2 .31) 

B8( y) := {(t, a) E B8; X 0 (t; a) = y, V 0 (t; a)= wg(y)} , 

which may also be called "the value function of the abnormal extrernals" . 
Therefore, the PMP-value function (actually, "the value function of all 

the extrernals" ) is naturally defined by: 

W(y) := { g(y) _ _ if y E ~1 _ _ 

Wo(y) := min{WJ(y) , W8(y)} if y E Yo := Y0
1 u Y0° (2·

32
) 

and may obviously be written in the form of (1.6) if one "concatena tes" the 
normal and the abnormal characteristic flows: 

C*(t· ) ·= { c;(t;a ) if (t,a) E A
1 

'a · CQ(t; a) if (t , a) E A0 . 
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THEOREM 2.8 (PMP solution). Let the data of the pmblem PBA 'in (2.1)-(2.2) 
satisfy Hypothes·is 2.1 and also the following ones: 

(i) the data of the p-roblem PBA satisfy the hypotheses of one of the theo·rems 
stating the ex·istence of an optimal contTol for- each initial po·int y E Yo (e.g. 
Cesar·i, 1983); 

(i·i) the mapvings X 1(.; a), a E A 1 , X 0 (.; a), a E A0 in Definitions 2.5, 2. 7 
ar-e all the nonnal and, r·espect·ively, abnonnal extr-ernals of the vmblem. 

Then the function W( .) defined in (2. 32) CO'inc·ides ·with the TestTiction to 
Y :=YoU Y1 of vaZ.ue func t·ion ·in (1.3) of the pToblem PBA and, rnoTeover, the 
pair-s (X't,a( .), Ut,a(-)) ·in (2.22) that CUT"tespond to the ·m·in:im·izing points (t, a) E 

Bo(y) , y E Yo of the pmblent in (2.32) ar·e the only optimal paiTs. • 

REMARK 2. 9 We note that the very restrictive hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 are 
severely limiting the class of problems for which its conclusion is valid; in the 
first place, the hypotheses of the available "existence theorems" are not only 
restrictive but also very difficult to verify (e.g. Cesari, 1983); on the other hand, 
from a slightly different point of view, the description of all the extremals as 
solutions of the differentia.! inclusions in (2. 7) may be rather difficult ; finally, 
Hypothesis 2.1 itself (under which the PMP in its classical form is proved) is 
very restrictive, eliminating the problems with active state space constm·ints (for 
which Yo 'I Int(Yo)) , with "non-smooth data" J(. , ·u), fo( ., 'U) , g(.), Y1 or the 
more general (non-parametrized) problems defined by differential inclusions. 

In the case Hypotheses (i), (ii) in Theorem 2.8 are not satisfied one may still 
obtain the same conclusion using suitable Dynam·ic P'/'Ogmrnm'ing arg'Uments 
that are based on the followi ng rather obvious statemeut (e.g. Cesari, 1983, 

Proposition 4.5.i): the fun ction W(.) in (2.32) co·inC'ides with the val·ue funct·ion 
in (1.3) of the Testriction P BAIYo iff it has the follo wing: 

Monotonicity property (M) : joT any y E Yo und any adrn·iss·ible pair 
('U( .), x(.)) that satisfies: 

x(t) E Yo V t E [0, ti) (2.33) 

the Teal function 

wx(t) := W(x(t)) +fat fo(x(s), 'U(s))ds, t E [0, t1] 

·is incTeas·ing (i.e. wx(si) :S wx(s2) V 0 :S s1 :S s2 :S ti). 

(2.34) 

• 
In turn, the rnonotonicity property (M) is implied by hypotheses of the 

so called verification theorems containing different types of regularity prop
erties (i .e. Lipschitzianity, continuity, semi-continuity) of the function W (.) 
accompanied by suitable basic d·ifferential ineq'Uald·ies of the form: 
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satisfied by the restriction Wo(.) := W(.)IY0 , where DW0 (x; .) denotes a suitable 
generali~ed directional derivative, usually, either a stratified or a contingent oue 
(e.g. Lupulescu and Mirica, 2000, Mirica , 1992b, 1995 , Sussrnann, 1990, etc.). 

The experience shows that in many significaut examples the "normal Hamil
tonian inclusion" in (2.17) turns out to be a "piecewise smooth" Hamiltonian 
system and therefore the components X 1( . ; .) , P 1 (.; .), V1 (.: .) of a "normal 
characterisitic flow" in Definition 2.5 satisfy rela tions of the form in (1.5) in a 
piecewise manner (e.g. Mirica, 1998); in turn, these relations usually imply the 

fact that the "proper normal value function" WJ (.) in (2.24) satisfies differential 
inequalities of the form from (2 .35), which are fumlarnental in any DP verifi
cation theorem; on the other hand, the "abnorrnal extrernals" X 0 (.; a) , a E A0 

in (2.27)- (2.29) seem to have a very "singular" nature, the minimizing ones 
in (2.32) " filling-up" in a certain sense the domain covered by the normal ex
trernals . 

THEOREM 2.10 (Dynamic Programming partial solution) . Let the data of the 
problem P B A in (2.1 )-(2. 2) sat-isfy Hypoth es-is 2. 1 arul also the folluw'ing ones: 

(i) the mapvings X 1
(.; a), a E A 1

, X 0
(.; a) , a E ;1° 'in Defin ·it·ions 2.5, 

2. 7 are spec-ific ( "chosen") famd'i es of the norrnal and, respec t-ively, abnonnal 
extrerrwls of the problem. 

(i'i) the funct-ion W(.) ·in (2.32) sat·isfies the hypothese!! of one of the ex
ist ing DP verification theorems (e.g. L-apulesC'u and Mi'l"ica, 2000, Mir'i ca, 
1992b, 1995, S·ussmunn, 1990, etc.). 

Then the funct-ion W(.) defin ed in {2.32) coincides with the value funct ·ion 
m (1 .3) of the resb"iction PBAIYo and mor-eover, the pa·iTs (x t,a(.), ut,a (.)) ·in 
(2.22) that corn spond to the rn·inim·iz·ing po·ints (t , a) E Bo(y) , y E Yo of the 
vmblern in (2.32) ar·e opt-imal pairs for the pmblem PBAIYo. • 

REMARK 2.11 We note that besides avoiding the very restrictive hypotheses (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 2.8, the Dynamic Programming (DP) argument in Theorem 
2.10 may have the following possible advantages: 

- one may choose remarkable families of extrernals (possibly, only the "nor
mal'' ones) for which one may check the hypotheses of a suitable verification 
theorern ; 

- one may extend the procedure to much more general problems for which 
Hypothesis 2.1 is not verified. 

One may note here that although the hypotheses of a verification theorem 
are not a lways easy to check, in the absence of Hypotheses of Theoren1 2.8, this 
is the only possibility left to prove the optimality of the minimizing trajectories 
() r th {.l ~t 1 t l iti ()n ~ l "n~ l' ~ rnoh• i r/Dt l Ard· il n i•J'.:) f.~ Al"\ l\T' A h l t::Hl'l " ;ll (') ~ ') \ 
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3. Stratified optimal control problems 

In this section we use the DP arguments in T heorem 2. 10 to obtain represen
tations of the form in (1.6) for the particular case of stmt'ifierl opl'imal control 
problems in (1.1)- (1.2) for which not only the dat a but also the Harniltonian in 
(1.4) and the value function in (2.32) are "stratified" in the followiug very weak 
sense: 

DEFINITION 3.1 A non-empty subset X ~ R 11 'is sa·id to be (weakly) C1 -strat'ified 
by S x 'if Sx is a countable partition of X into C 1-s·ubmanifolds of Rn (called 
"stmta "); 'in this case, the tangent space (with respect to the stmt·ificat·ion Sx ) 
at x EX is defined by: TxX := TxS ·if xES E Sx ; next, the rnapp'ing f(.) : 
X ~ R11 

--; Rk ·is sa·id to be different·iably stmt'ified if there exists a stmt·ificat'ion 
Sf of X such that for each S E Sf the n;st.,..ict'ion fs(.) := f(.)IS is dijJeTentiable 
(in the class·ical sense); ·in th·is case, the deTivat·ive off(.) wdh respect to the 
stmtification Sf is defined by: D f(x) := D fs(x) E L(TrS; Rk) ·if xES E Sf ·• 

As illustrative examples we consider the functions ft( :c ) := lxl , h(x) := ifi, 
x E R which are, both, analytically-stratified by SR = { ( - oo, 0), {0} , (0 , oo )}. 

We note first that if the set of ·in-itial states Yo in (1.2) is s tratified in the sense 
above then from the state constraints in (1.2), x(t) E Y0 \:/ t E [0 , tl) it follows 
that an admissible trajectory should satisfy also the condition x' (t) E Tx(t)Yo 
a .e. (0, h) (e.g. Mirica, 1995) hence the differential inclusion in (1.2) may be 
replaced by the following ne: 

x'(t) E Fr(x(t)) , a.e. (0, tt), Fr(x) := F(:c ) n TxYo , :c E Yo (3 .1) 

which "produces" the (restricted) Geomet.,..ic Ham·ilton·ians: 

Hj0 (x , p) := inf HP0 (:c , p,v), 
vEYr(x ) 

F!.j.0 (x,p) := {v E Fr(x); HP0 (:c, p,v ) = Hj0 (:c, p)} , 
H~'0 (x,p,v) := (p,v ) +pogo(x,v),po E {1,0} 

(3.2) 

which at the boundary points :r E 8Y0 may be considerably larger than the 
"original" ones in (2.6) (e.g. see Example 3.2 below). 

The so called "stratified problems" are characterized in the first place by the 
following properties of the data: 

HYPOTHESIS 3 .2 The data of the pmblern BA in (1.1} - (1.2) have the following 
prope1·t·ies: the set Yo C Rn of admissible ind·ial slates is C 1 -stTalified and the 
te.,.·rninal cost funct ·ion g(.) : Y1 --; R as well as the geontet·ri c H amillon·ians 
Hj0

(., .) : ZPo--; R, PoE {1,0} in (3.2) are diffenontiably slmtified in the sense 
of Defindion 3. 1. • 
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In this case the tenninal tmnsve1·saldy sets z~o, Po E {1 , 0} are defined in 
the same way as in (2.14) by the "stratified derivative" Dg(.) but the "canonical 
Hamiltonian inclusion" in (2. 7) is replaced by the following ("stratified") one: 

(x',p') E d'fH~0 (x,p), (:c(O) ,p(O)) = z = (~,q) E z~o, PoE {1,0} 
d'fH~"(x, p) := {( x', p') E T(x ,p)zPo; x' E F!j,0 (:c,p), (3.3) 
(x',p)- (p' ,x) = DH~0 (x , p).(x, p) V (x ,p) E T(x,p)Z1'0

} . 

We note that 011 open (i.e. 2n-dimeusional) strata S E S HPo the "s tratified 
T 

Hamiltonian orientor fi eld" in (3.3) coincides with the classical oue in (2.10), 
while oulower dimensional strata it either may have empty values (on "transver
sal strata" ) or may be multi-valued (on strata corresponding to the so called 
"singular extrernals" in optimal control); one may note also that in the case 
both Hypotheses 2.1 and 3.2 are satisfied the canouical Hamiltonian fi eld iu 
(2.7) and the stratified one in (3 .2) are related a follows: 

d~HPo(:r;,p) nT(a· ,p)zPo ~ dfH~o(:r;, p) 

V (x ,p) E zPo := dmnF!j,0 (., . ) (3.4) 

so the use of the "stratified Hamiltonian inclusion" in (3.3) to construct gen
eralized Hamiltonian and Characteristic flows as in Definitions 2.5, 2.7 may 
"produce" non-extremal admissible trajec tories which, however, could be elim
inated by the minimizing processes in (2.24), (2.31) , (2.32). 

In this case the optimality of the minimizing trajector ies of the additional 
problem (2.32) may be proved only in the framework of Dynamic Programming: 

T HEOREM 3.3 (DP partial solution ). Let the data of the pmblern BA ·in (1 .1) 
(1.2) sat·isfy Hypothes·is 3.2 and also the follow·ing ones: 

(i) the mappings c;J;a) = (X1' 0 (.;a),PP0 (.;a), V P0 (. ;a)), a E APo, PoE 
{1, 0} aTe specific ("chosen") famih es of the gew::rahzed "genemhzed" nm"rnal 
and, 1·especL·ively, abnormal extTemals of the pmblem ·in the sense of Definitions 
2.5, 2. 7, ·respectively, genemted by the stmt·ified Ham·ilio'fl:ian inclus·ion in (3. 3); 

(ii) the function W(.) in (2. 32) sat·isfies the hypotheses of one of the ex
ist in g DP verification theorem s. 

Then the funct ·ion W (.) defined ·in (2 . 32) winc·ides with the val-ue function 
·in (1. 3) of the ·rest1·iction B A I Yo and nw1·eoveT, the mappings Xt,a (.) ·in (2.22) 

llwl co 1"1'e~pond to the min·irnizing ]Joints (t , a) E Bo(y), y E Yo of the pmblem 
in (2. 32) a1·e O]Jl·imal tmjeclm"i~Cs .for· the ]Jmblem. B A I Yo. • 

REMARK 3.4 Experience shows that in many examples the stratified Hamilto
nian orientor fields df H~0 

(., .) in (3.3) have "smooth selections" on the singular 
(uon-transversal) strata so (3 .3) bccollles a piecewise srnoot lt Hamiltoni an sys-

r 
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moreover, one may choose the Hamiltonian and the Characteristic flows such 
that its components are stratified and verify (1.5) at each point in stratified 
sense and this fact may facilitate the verification of the differential inequality in 
(2.35) that is needed in the verification theorems. 

4. General optimal control problems 

In case the problem BA in (1.1)-(1.2) is no more stratified in the sense of Hypoth
esis 3.2 one may use other concepts and results from the so called "Nonsrnooth 
Analysis" (e.g. Aubin and Frankowska, 1990) to obtain similar results. 

Natural generalizations of the concepts and results in Sections 2 and 3 may 
be obtained using the cont·ingent and, respectively, the q'Uasitangent cones to a 
subset XC R" at a point :c EX: 

K"t-X := {v E R"; 3 (sk,vk) ___., (O± ,v): x + Sk'Vk EX'</ kEN} 
Q;= X := {v E R"; '</ Sk ___., 0± :3 vk ___., v: x + Sk'Vk EX'</ kEN} (4.1) 
K xX := KI X n K;;; X , QxX := Qt X n Q;; X, 

and the extr ·eme contingent deTi·vativ es of a real-value fu nction g(.): X___., Rat 
a point :c E X in a direction v E K"t- X: 

-± g(:c + s:u )- g(x) 
DJ(g(x;v ) = lirn sup 

(s,u)-->(0± ,v ) S 

g(x + s:u)- g(x) 
D±g(x·v) = lirn inf . 
- K ' (s,u)--> (0 ± ,v ) S 

( 4.2) 

We note first that from the state constraints in (1.2), x(t) E Yo '</ t E [0, tl) it 
follows that an admissible trajectory should sat isfy also the condition x' ( t) E 

Qx(t)Yo a.e. (0, h) (e.g. Mirica , 1995) hence the differential inclusion in (1.2) 
may be replaced by the following one: 

x'(t) E Fq(x(t)), a.e. (0, tl) , Fq(x) := F(:r:) n QxYo, x E Yo (4.3) 

which "produces" the (res tricted) Q·uasitangent Hamiltonians: 

H~0 (x,p) := inf( ) 1{P0 (x,p,v),F~0 (x,p) := {v E Fq(x); 
vEFQ, 

1{_Po(x,p, v) = H~o(x, p)}, (4.4) 
1{Po(x,p,v) := (p, v) +pogo(x,v), PoE {1,0} 

which at the boundary points x E 8Yo may be considerably larger than the 
"original" ones in (2.6) . 

In this case the tenninal trrmsver·sality sets Zf0 , p0 E {1, 0} in (2.14) should 
be replaced by the following ones, that are defined by the "extreme contingent 
derivatives" of g(.): 
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where (q,po) -1 (0,0), and the "canonical Hamiltonian inclusion" in (2.7) as well 
as the stratified one in (3.3) are replaced by the following ("contingent") one: 

-# 
(:c',p') E dKH~0 (x,p), (:c(O),p(O)) = z = (~,q) E Z~~' PoE {1,0} 

d~H~0 (x,p) := {(x',p') E K(;r,p)zP0
; x' E F~0 (:c,p), (4.6) 

(x',p)- (p',x) :S DJ,..H~"((:c,p); (x,p)) V (x,p) E K(~.PlZP"}. 

We note that at interior points (x,p) E Int(ZPo) at which H~0 (.,.) is differen
tiable, the "contingent Ha1niltonian orientor field" itt ( 4.6) coincides with the 
classical one in (2.10), while at other points either it may have empty values 
or may be multi-valued; one may note also that in the case Hypothesis 2.1 is 
also satisfied, the canonical Hamiltonian field in (2 . 7) and the contingent one in 
(4.6) are related a follows: 

d~HPu (x, p) n I<~,p)zPo <;;; d~H~o (:c, p) V (x, p) E ZPo := dornF~" ( ., . ), 

so the use of the "contingent Hamiltonian inclusion" in ( 4.6) to construct gen
eralized Hamiltonian and Characteristic flows as in Definitions 2.5, 2.7 may 
"produce" non-extremal admissible trajectories which, however, could be elim
inated by the minimizing processes in (2.24), (2.31), (2.32). 

In this case the optimality of the minimizing trajectories of the additional 
problem (2.32) may be proved only in the fram ework of Dynamic Programming: 

THEOREM 4.1 (DP partial solution). Let BA be the pmblern ·in (1.1)-(1.2) and 
let the mappings c;J;a) = (XP 0 (.;a),PP0 (.;a), VP 0 (.;a)), a E A1'0 , PoE {1,0} 
be specific ("chosen") farn ·ilies of the "genemlized" noTrnal and, r·especlively, ab
nonnal ext?·enwls of the pmblent ·in the sense of Defin·it·ions 2. 5, 2. 7, ·respectively, 
genemted by the contingent Hamiltonian inclusion in ( 4. 6). 

If the .f'anci'ion W(.) in (2.32) satisfies the hypotheses of one of the ex
isting DP verification theorems then the .fanct·ion W(.) defined in (2.32) 

coincides with the value fmu:t·ion in ( 1. 3) of the rest·riction B A J:Y0 and nwn~
ove'l·, the mappings x1,a (.) ·in (2. 22) that correspond to the minimizing po·ints 

(t,a) E Bo(y). y E Yo of the vroblnn in (2.:J2) m e opti·rnal tTajecioTies for the 

pmblem B A I Yo. • 

REMARK 4.2 The COIHments in Remark 3.4 remain obviously valid for the gett
eralized characteristic flows generated by the contiugeut Harniltoniau orientor 

fields d~H~"(., .) in (4.6), which may tum out to be a piecewise smooth Hamil
tonian system for which the basic relations in (1.5) are verified in a piecewise 
manner; moreover , in certain cases one may choose the Hamiltonian and the 
Characteristic flows in Definitions 2.5, 2.7 such that its components verify the 
basic relatiou in (1.5) in the following generalized sense: 
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where K- X((t; a);.,.) denotes the set-valued "left" contingent derivative of the 
mapping X(.;.) at the point (t, a) E Bo; as in the case of relation (1.5) verified 
in classical or "stratified sense", certain results on the marginal functions of the 
form in (1.6) show that the inequality in (4.7) may facilitate the verification 
of the "basic" differential inequality of the form in (2.35) that is needed in the 
verification theorems. 

5. Examples 

In this section we illustrate the method above on several significant examples 
for whose value functions one may obtain representations of the form in (1.6) 
as marginal functions of finite-dimensional type. 

EXAMPLE 5.1 The Brachistochrone problem, formulated and solved first 
by Johann Bernoulli in 1696, is considered by most authors to mark the begin
ning of Calculus of Variations and it is more or less completely studied in most 
books and monographs in the field, using the multitude of classical results in 
Calculus of Variations (e.g. Bliss, 1925 , Cesari , 1983, etc.). 

The Dynamic Programming solution we are going to describe very shortly 
(for details see Mirica, 1996) is not only simpler and more complete but also 
allows a more precise description of the value funct ion and of its regularity 
properties. 

We recall first that "geometrically", the problem consists in .find·ing a curve 
joining two given points, Po, P1, ·in a vert·icul plane, such that a TnateT"tal po·int 
of mass m. > 0 falling under- gmvity and witho·ut fT"ict·ion, tmvels from Po to 
P1 in the shortest time; analytically, fixing one of the points, P1 = (0, 0), 
as a problem of the form in (1.1)-(1.2), the Brachistochrone problem may be 
formulated as follows: 

Given k := (v0 )
2 j2g 2 0 (where v0 2 0 is a possible "initial" velocity) , 

minimize each of the funcl'ionals: 

1t, ll x'(t)l l 
C(y; x(.)) := r:::-;-;;:dt, y = (y1 , Y2) E Yo:= (0, oo) x ( -k, oo) (5.1) 

0 yX2 + k 

s·ubject to: 

x(.) E AC, x(O) = y, x(t ) E Yo 'V t E [0, tl), x(tl) E Y1 := {(0, 0)}. (5.2) 

The "normal Hamiltonian" in (1.4), which in our case is defined by: 

H(x,p) := inf 1-l(x,p, v) , 1-l(x,p,v) := (p,v) + llvll 
-uER2 Jx2 + k 

turns out to be given by : 

H(x, p) = [ ~00 if liP II > vx~ + k 
•I' II If - 1 
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{ 

- 0 if IIPII > v'x!+k 

F(x,p) = {JL.p; JL ~ 0} if IIPII = v'x~+k 
{0} if IIPII < v'x!+k 

and is obviously C1-stratified in the sense of Definition 3.1 by SH = {51,52}, 

51:= {(x,p) ; IIPII = 1/Vx2 + k} , 

52:= {(x,p); IIPII < 1/)x2 + k}. 

As it is easy to see, ou the only "stratum" of interest, 51, the" geometric Hamil
tonian field" in (3.3) is given by: 

d~ H(x,p) = {p~( -2(x2 + k)p, (0, 1)) ; p~ 2: 0} if (x, p) E 51 

and therefore upon choosing p~ = P2/P1, P1 > 0, we obtain the following smooth 
Hamiltonian system: 

{ 
x~ = -2(x2 + k), :c1(0) = 0 { p~ = 0, p(O) = q E Q~ 
X~= -2(x2 + k)~, x2(0) = 0, p~ = *((pl)2 + (p2 )2) (5.3) 

on the "non-symplectic" (3-dimensional) differentiable manifold 5 1. 
Regarding the problem of choosing suitable Hamiltonian and Character

istic flows (and of the end-point transversality values in (2. 14)) we have to 
treat separately the "singular case" in which k = 0 aud for which the function 
go(x , v) = llvll / JX2 as well as the Hamiltonian are not defined at the terminal 
point Y1 = (0,0). 

The nonsingular case k > 0 may be treated in the framework of Sections 2-
4 choosing the following set of "terminal transversality values" (that correspond 
to z; in (2.14) , ( 4.5) ): 

1 { 1 . ( 7r 7r)} Qr := jk(cosB,smB); BE - 2' 2 ; (5.4) 

standard computations show that the differential system in (5.3) with the tenni
nal values in the set Q~ in (5.4) "produces" the following srnooth Hamiltonian 
flow: 

k 
X1(t;B) :=k. tanB- ( B)[2t+cos(2(t+B))] 

1 +cos 2 
k 

X2(t; B) := -k + 
1 

+ cos(
2

B) [1 + cos(2(t +B))] (5.5) 

P(t;B):=(1,tan(t+B)).c
0s;, tEI(B):= (-~-B,o] , BE(-~,~) 
vk 2 2 2 

while the V 1-function in (2.21) is given by: 

V1(f · f.Jl- _ '),(i;. _ t _ (+ r:J\ c R , · - f f+ r:J\. 1J c ( 7r 7r \ + r r. fD\ l 
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and therefore the "would be" value function of the problem is given by the 
formula of the form in (1.6): 

WJ(y) := inf [- 2Vk__!:____()], y E X(Eo) c Yo. 
X(t;B)=y COS 

(5.6) 

A further "Calculus result" shows that the mapping X(.;.) :Eo ___.Yo in (5.5) 
(that defines the "cycloids" , X (.; ()), 8 E (- ~ , ~)) , is a C1-diffeornorphisrn with 

the inverse E 0 (.) = (t(.) , e()) , hence the "proper normal value function" in 

(5.6) is given by the for mula: WJ(y) = -2Vk~ , y E X(Eo) = Yo and 
cos 8(y) 

moreover, its derivative is given by: DWJ(y) = P(Eo(y)) = (1, tan(t(y) + 
B(y))). cosjiy)) y E Yo. Finally, from the properties of the inverse Eo(.) it follows 

that DWJ(y) ___. )r(1,0) as y ___. y1 := (0,0) hence the value function in (1.3), 

(1.6) is of class C1 on the set Yo of initial states, locally-Lipschitz on the set 
Y :=YoU Y1 and also contingent Jifferentiable at the terminal point Y1 = (0, 0). 

In the singular case k = 0 the only Hamiltonian flow that verifies the 
conditions in (2.18)-(2.20) is obtained from the different ial system in (5.3) with 
the terminal condition Pl(O) = q1 = >. E (0, oo) which "produces" the mappings: 

X(t; >.) := ((sin(2t)- 2t)/2>.2
, sin2 t/ >. 2 ), t E I(>.) := ( -1r, OJ, 

P(t;>.) := >.(1 , - cot(t)) , ).. E (O,oo) 
(5.7) 

while the function in (2.21) is given by: V1(t ;>.) = - 2t/A, (t , >.) E Eo:= 
( -7r, 0) x (0, oo) and therefore the "would be" value function of the problem 

is given by the formula of the form from (1.6): WJ(y) := infx (t;O)=u[-2t/ >.], 
y E X(Eo) c Yo. 

A sintilar "Calculus resul t" shows that the mapping X(. : .) : Eo ___. Yo 
in (5.7) is a C 1-diffeomorphisrn with the inverse Eo (.) = (t( .), :>:(.)), hence 

the "proper normal value function" above is given by t he formul a: We} (y) = 

-2t(y)/);(y), y E X(Eo) =Yo and moreover, its derivative is given by: DWJ (y) 

= );(y)(1,- cott(y)). Finally, from the properties of the inverse E 0 (.) it follows 

that the J erivative DWJ (y) ·is ·unbo·unded as y ___. Yl := (0, 0), hence the value 
function in (1.3), (1,6) is of class C 1 Oll the set Yo of initial states, but not locally
Lipschitz a t the terminal point y1 = (0, 0) ; moreover , a further study leads to 
the conclusion that the value function W (.) is "locally radially-Lipschitz" (hence 
continuous) but not contingent differentiable at the terminal point y1 = (0 , 0) . 

We note that in both cases, the Jus tification of the representa tion in (1.6) 
relies on the straightforward application of the D P "elementary verification 
theorem" in which the value functiou W (.) is continuous and the restrictiou 
W0 (.) := W(.)JY0 is differentiable (in our case, of class C 1 ) and satisfies (2.35) 
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EXAMPLE 5.2 The Euler- Plateau problem on minimal surfaces of rev
olution, as famous as the Brachistochrone, "geometrically", is formulated as 
follows: find a curve joining two given points, Po, P1 , in the same half-plane, 
such that the surface obta·ined by ·mtating the C'UTve aTo'und the ax·is has the 
minimal area; analytically, fixing P 1 = (0, 1), as a problem of the form from 
(1.1)-(1.2), the problem may be formulated as follows: 

Min·irn·ize each u.f the .f'unctionals: 

subject to: 

x(O) = y, x(t) E Yo:= [R x [0 , oo)] \ Y1 
'tf t E [0, i]) , x(tl) E Y1 := {(0, 1)}. (5.9) 

Since the set Yo is C1-stratified in the sense of De£.3.1 and its tangent space is 
given by: 

_ { R2 if x E Y0
1 := (0, oo) 2 

\ Y1 
T,TYO- 2 ? { · Y0 if x E Y0- := R x 0}, 

the "restricted" (geometric) orientor fi eld in (3.1) is given by: Fr(x) :=: TxYo 
and the "normal geometric Hamiltonian" in (3.2) , which in our case is defined 
by: Hr(x,p) := infvEFr(":) 'H(x,p, v), 'H(x,p , v) := (p, v) + xzllvll turns out to 
be given by: 

Hr(x,p) = { -oo ~f (x,p) E Y~ x R
2 

\ u{s1 
0 1f (x,p) E u1Sj , 

{ 

{f.L·Pi f.L :S 0} if (x,p) E S1 
Fr(x , p) = R x {0} if (x,p) E Sz 

{(0,0)} if(x,p)ES3 

where the "strata" Sj, j = 1,2,3 are defined by : sl := {(x,p);xz = IIPII > 0}, 
Sz := R x {(0,0)} x R, S3 := {(:r,p) E Y0

1 x R 2
; IIPII < xz} . 

As it is easy to see, on the only "strata" of interest, 51 , 52 , the " geometric 
Hamiltonian fi eld" in (3.3) is given by: 

J# H(x p) = { {(~p, (O,p~)); p~ :S 0} if (x,p) E S1 
s ' 52 if(x,p)ESz 

and therefore by choosing p~ = -1 we obtain the following smooth Hamiltonian 
system: 

(5.10) 
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on the "non-symplectic" (3-dirnensional) differentiable manifold 51. 
For the set of "termiual transversality values" (corresponding to z; in (2.14), 

(4.5)): 

1 { . [ 7l' 37!')} Q 7 := (cosB,smB); BE - 2,2 ; (5.11) 

standard computations show that the differential system in (5.10) with the ter
minal values in the set Q; in (5.11) "produces" the following stratified Hamil
tonian flow : 

( 1) {0 ifBE {-% ,%} 
X t·B ·= ·<'l . 1 (' ) · I · X ., (t,8)-t-stn8 , B 'f B ...t ±.!!. 

n 1+sin8 .cos l r 2 

xi1)(t;B) := J(t- sinB) 2 + (cosB) 2 = [[P(ll(t,B) [[ 

p(ll(t;B) := (cosB,-t+sinB)), t E I(B) := (t1(B) , O], 
(5.12) 

t (B) ·= { - oc if BE(-%, 
3
;) 

1 . 1 ·r B - " - I - -2 

while the function in (2.21) is given by: 

V( ~ l ( t; B) = ( 1 /2) [Xi 1 
l ( t; B) cos B - sin B) + (sin B - t) X~ 1 

l ( t; B)] . ( 5.13 ) 

Moreover, the trajectory X(1) (. ; -%) may be continued "backwards", fort < -1 , 
first in the stratum 52' then again in the stratum sl to obtain the following 
"How of Goldschmidt trajectories": 

X(2)(t ; A) 

{ 

((0, t + 1) , 0, -t- 1)) if t E [tt(A) , OJ, A E R* 
:= (( -(t + 1)s·ign(A), 0), (0 , 0)) if t E [t~(A) , ti(A)] 

((A , -t + t~(A)) , (0, -t + t~(A))) if t E ( - oo, t~(A)] 
ti(A) := -1, t~(A) := -1- [A[, A E R* := R \ {0} 

for which the V-function in (2.21) is given by: 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

and therefore the corresponding value function of the "Goldsclunidt trajectories" 
may be obtaiued in the explicit form: 

WJ(y) = .. inf V(1)( t ; A) 
.X (2 ) (t;,\)=y 

f i[I- (y2)~) if y = (0 , Y2~, Y2 E [0 , 1] (."i.lfl) 
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On the other hand, a rather complicated but straightforward analysis of the 
"catenaries mapping" X(ll(.;B), BE (-%, 3;) in (5.12) shows that the corre
sponding value function (along the "catenaries") : 

( 5.17) 

is locally-Lipschitz and C 1-stratified on the proper subset Y0
1 c Yo that is 

"covered" by the classical catenaries. 
Finally, further analysis, also of "Calculus" type, shows that the "would be" 

value function given by the formula: 

~ {0 ifyEY1:={(0, 1)} 
W(y) := W0 (y) := min{WJ(y), WJ(y)} if y E Yo 

(5.18) 

has the same regularity properties i.e. it is locally-Lipschitz and C1-stratified 
in the sense of Definition 3.1 and, moreover, the standard application of the 
"verification theorem for stratified value function" (e.g. Lupulescu and Miridi, 
2000, Mirica, 1995, 2000) proves that it coincides with the value function in 
(1.3) of the problem. 

EXAMPLE 5.3 Let us consider the problem of minintizing each of the funct ·iunals 

j·Lt 

C(y; u(.)) := -(x2(t l)) 2 + 
0 

('U(t)) 2dt, y E Yo:= ( - oo, 0) x R 

subject to: 

{ 
x~ = 1, :r 1 ( 0) = Y1 < 0, 
x~ = 'U(t) E U := R, xz(O) = Y2 E R , 

x(t) E Yo V t E [O,t1) 
x(t1) E Y1 := {0} x R. 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

The normal Hamiltonian in (1.4), which in our case is defined by: H(x,p) := 
infttER[Pl + P2'lL + ·u2

], tu rns out to be the smooth function: H(x , p) = Pl -
(p2 ) 2 /4, U(x, p) = { -p2 /2} and the "normal transversali ty set" in (2.14) is 
given by: z; = {(~,q) ; ~ = (0,6) E Y1, q = (ql ,-26), CJJ,6 E R}; there
fore, adding the natural condition H(~ , q) = 0 in (2.15) we obtain the smooth 
Hamiltonian system: 

XJ(O) = 0 
xz(O) = 6 E R, { 

p~ = 0, 
p~ = 0, 

which "produces" the smooth Harniltonian flow: 

Pl(O) = (6) 2 

P2(0) = - 26, 

X(t; 6) = (t, (t + 1)6) , P(t ; 6) = ((6)2
, -26)), 
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while the corresponding V1-function in (2.21) is given by: V 1(t; 6) = -(t + 
1)(6)2 , (t ,6) E B 0 := (-oo , O) x R; therefore the "would be" proper value 
function in (2.24) is given y: 

- { Cud 
Wo(y)= ~Yt+l 

if y E Yo \ ( { -1} x R) 
if y=(-1,0) 

(5.21) 

and is, obviously, nedher loweT noT 'Upper semiccont·in·uos at the "singular" point 
Yo= ( -1 , 0) of its domain, Yo:= Yo\ ( { -1} x R*). 

However, using a more sophisticated "verification theorem", for discoutinu
ous value functions , (e.g. Lupulescu and Mirica, 2000) one may prove the fact 

that the function Wo(.) in (5.21) coincides with the value function in ( 1.3) of the 

restriction BIYo of the problem in (5.19)-(5.20) in the restricted class, !:1 00 , of 
Lipschitz-ian trujecto·ri es; on the other hand, the optimality in the largest class, 
!:12 , of trajectories x(.) for which x' (.) E 1 2 , remains an open problem whose 
(probably negative) answer seems very difficult to find . 

One may note also that though the problem in (5. 19)-(5.20) satisfies Hy
potheses 2.1 under which P MP is proved, none of the existence theor·erns is valid 
(at least for the initial points y E Yo, y1 < -1) hence Theorem 2.8 cannot be 
applied to obtain the optimality; in fact , this problem is simple enough to show 
"directly" that for initial points y E Y0 , y1 < -1 there does not exist an optimal 
control since one may prove that: infu(.)EU.(u) C(y; u(.)) = - oo V y E Yo\ Yo. 

6. Conclusions 

The results and examples above allow us to conclude that the representation in 
the form in (1.6) of the value function and its "validation" either by the use of 
PMP or by the application of a suitable "verification theorem" is possible for 
significant classes of optimal control problems; moreover, the formul a in (1.6) 
(which may lead also to different types of "Hop f-Lax formulas" for solutions of 
certain types of Hamilton-Jacobi equations) may solve a multitude of problems 
regarding not only the complete and rigorous solutions of the optimal control 
problems but also problems concerning numerical solutions, the identification of 
regularity and/ or irregularity properties of the value functions, the identification 
of the "relevant restrictions" of the problems, etc. 
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